The indefatigable members of The Human Health and Climate Change (HHCC) student group

Jeremy Alberga, Deputy Director, Global Health Group, IGHS

Arianne Teherani, PhD (School of Medicine)

The ad hoc Academic Senate Committee on Sustainability, Marya Zlatnik, MD, MMS, Chair

contributing important links.

Periodic funding opportunities for trainees

organization

banded together to serve as active advocates for their patients’ health through the

Co-founded by 4th year medical student Sarah Shear, learn how California physicians have

offsets.” How can we engage the entire UCSF community in an “all in” strategy to change the culture of faculty travel?

Interested in the carbon footprint of faculty travel? Join our students Colin Baylen and Stephen Ettinger, along with

Events

———

The 60 faculty, students, staff and community members who attended the Dialogue met together and in

breakout groups to discuss Research, Education/Clinical Care and Advocacy.

Here are more near-verbatim comments and contributions from the meeting can be found
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5. The UCSF community needs enhanced pathways to translate Climate Health research into education and

address Climate Health issues. Partnerships should be encouraged with multiple entities, such as public

Health centralized hub to facilitate collaborations and mitigate the barriers of space, financial support, and time

that discourage busy people from getting started.

4. UCSF has strong local, national, and international partnerships that should be expanded and nourished to
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opportunities at UCSF. By instituting a platform for Climate Health communication, the Newsletter aims to

links are shared that will familiarize readers with a few of the many Climate Health activities and

challenges and opportunities for growth in Climate Health advancement at UCSF. Additionally, important

During which 60 faculty, students, staff and community health professionals identified strengths,

In the meantime, this first Newsletter shares the highlights of a (pre-COVID-19) Climate Health Dialogue,

The two topics—climate and pandemics—are intricately related, and next month’s Newsletter will consider

The combination of COVID-19 and the 50th anniversary of

Earth Day offers both humbling and energizing

The time is now, and the place is UCSF.”

“We have the opportunity to make a significant difference to planetary and patient health in the
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